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Abstract: - Behavioural biometric for mobile user authentication have started to put on more concentration in
the resent years. Authenticating user on the mobile devices can be hard, and at present mobile applications have
come up with many solutions which either compromises security or usability. The use of touch gestures as a
new biometric modality has been investigated most recently. In this paper the proposed system uses the Touch
Gesture Statistical Images (TGSI) to mine the identity traits from the touch traces on the Smartphone screen.
The distance value between the traces is used to estimate the authorization of the user’s identity. To assess its
usability on the authentication setback, touch gesture datasets have been collected which includes commonly
used touch gestures. It appreciably reduces the computational time.

Keywords: - Touch gesture, user authentication, mobile security, Touch Gesture Statistical Images,
behavioural biometrics.

1. Introduction
The increased use of Smartphone raises the security issues of great importance. In such devices, the
user’s data that are stored and accessed are merely protected by a point based authentication at the login time.
This is lacking because it cannot sense intruders once a user have passed the point entry approach and hence is
open to simple attack for example smudge attacks, following loss or theft. In contrast to password or imagepattern-based authentication, Continuous authentication has received bigger concentration in recent years. It
either complements point-based authentication or even substitutes it when continuous authentication by cleverly
monitoring and analysing the user-device relations to guarantee truthful identity, which satisfies meticulous
accuracy requirements. While using a Smartphone, multiple integrated sensors - the touch screen, motion
sensors, microphone, or camera - can be used to sense the user’s identity. Users’ face and voice can be used for
verification, but it is not suitable or most favourable to apply these approaches while the user is using most of
the apps like reading news and email, surfing the internet, etc. Users must face the camera or keep talking to be
always authenticated, which very much reduces the device usability. Due to signal noise and difficulty in
decoupling identity from activity, authentication using motion data case in point Accelerometer/Gyroscope data,
currently can only be applied on motion-specific activities example phone pick-up motion during answering the
call. On the other hand, the touch screen is pretty appropriate for authentication, not only since it is the most
regularly used sensor but also the touch gesture contains identity-rich user behavioural character. Investigating
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the probability of using touch gestures as a biometric modality, it can be practical that most of the touch traces
from a single user have a propensity to go behind a similar pattern while the patterns differ among diverse users.
In this paper, we investigate a touch gesture based continuous mobile user authentication presenting a
novel Touch Gesture Statistical Images (TGSI). TGSI sees the touch gesture traces as x-y coordinates and
converts them into images with the help of these statistical data. The statistical information of the x-y
coordinates are collected from a sequence of commonly used touch traces. They are then shaped into images for
a fixed number of sample points. TGSI learns the intra-person variation making a statistical analysis on these
images and it is able to synthesize a new instance according to a new probe trace. Here the distance between the
probe trace and the gallery traces corresponding to the given user specific TGSI. This distance tends to a large
value if the trace originates from a user other than the original user [1]. We evaluate the proposed method on
four touch gestures – scroll up/down, scroll left/right – since they are the most commonly used gesture types by
any set of users. Scroll up/down is usually used for reading text or browsing menus while Scroll left/right is
usually used for browsing photos, translating screen, and unlocking phones.
Our important contributions are: (i) applying the feature representation principle in SFM to touch
gestures by TGSI; (ii) developing the algorithms to apply the TGSI on the mobile user verification and
recognition problems; (iii) systematically evaluating the proposed algorithm by varying different parameters;
and (iv) develop an Android app and testing performance of the verification algorithm in a real-world scenario.
The rest of paper is organized as follows. First, we discuss the related work in Section 2. Proposed
system is briefed out in Section 3. Section 4 presents the experimental results. In Section 5, we conclude our
study.

2. Related Works
The system of biometrics is an active way to recognise and verify users authenticity based on their
natural characteristics. The uses of biometric have been studied for many years [2]. Biometrics can be broadly
classified into types – physiological biometrics and behavioural biometrics. Physiological biometric include
identifying user by finger print [3], facial characters [4], etc., while behavioural biometric include identifying
user by implementing identity invariant characters of human behaviour to authenticate users during their daily
activities [5].
Previous investigations on behavioural biometrics have revealed that biometric qualities can be mined
from physical characteristics of arm gestures [6] [7], strokes and signatures with pen or stylus [8][9]. Yamazaki
et al. [10] showed identity of an individual can be dug out from individual features like stroke shape, pen
inclination and writing pressure. Cao et al. [11] deliberated a measureable human performance model of making
single-stroke pen gestures. Ferrer et al. [12] used local patterns to section signature and extract identity features.
Impedovo et al. [13] presented the state-of-the-art in automatic signature verification. Yet, authenticating users
with the strokes of pen cannot be persistently used in mobile user verification as only a few mobile types have
come up with pen and stylus. Also, maximum operators choose to use their finger for the direct interaction with
their mobile phones. In the resent years studies are made discovering the touch gesture a biometric type [14].
Feng et al. [15] pulled out finger motion speed and acceleration of touch gesture as character for proof of
identity. Luca et al. [16] figured out the distance between traces using the dynamic time warping algorithm. SaeBae et al. [17] involving different combinations of five fingers, designed 22 touch gestures for authentication.
They computed the Freshet distance between multi-touch traces and dynamic time warping distance. But, users
must still perform their pre-defined touch gestures, which would not be clear and no conspicuous to users for
authentication. Frank et al. [18] calculated the correlation between 30 logical skins from touch traces and
classified these features using K-nearest-neighbour and Support Vector Machine approaches. Still, the analytic
features did not capture the touch trace dynamics.
The proposed method is quite different from existing works. TGSI applies the similar feature
representing principle of the statistical feature model in [19] to learn the intra-person variations from many
traces by a user so that scores are computed between pairs of gallery traces and probing traces, which
significantly reduces the computational time.
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3. Proposed Method
The scenario of authentication considered in this paper comprises exposed set user recognition and user
verification. In the open set user authentication scenario, the sensitive data stored in the device must be
accessible only by its correct owner. Hence this method validated the access of the user continuously to know if
the right person is only able to access the device. To achieve this moto, we arrest the touch traces from the touch
screen output and segment the traces with provision from the Android API. We use a series of x-y coordinates
of the finger touch points. We find a variation in the different variations. To exclude this variation, the captured
traces are pre-filtered into one of these four predefined gestures based on screen regions where the traces start
and end. The four gestures ensure the generality and usability of the proposed method.

A. Touch Gesture Statistical Image
We propose a system that uses Touch Gesture Statistical Image (TGSI) and works with the help of Statistical
Feature Model (SFM). TGSI learns the intra-class variation mode and synthesizes the new instance using the
learned base characteristic and affine merging of these learned modes. The system first learns the sample
patterns from the original user generating n (n=15) number of gesture images. These gestures are then converted
into a single probe which is stored to the device storage. Then when the system is run the user will be
continuously authenticated in the background. This will generate gesture images of the user and is verified with
the saved probe. In the testing phase, the TGSI expresses the probe trace in the new basis as synthesized
instances. The distance between the synthesize probe instance and the original probe instance is computed for
verification. This distance tends to be greater when the probe is from different users than those from the same
user as the one on which the TGSI trained. Since the TGSI is learned with the specific knowledge of the user, its
representation power decreases for others. Thus, less similarity exists between the synthesized and original
instances extracted from others’ traces.

Fig 1: System Architecture
The architecture of TGSI mainly contains two major parts



Gesture Recognition
Gesture Verification

Gesture recognition part is where the authorized user provides the sample traces for the purpose of learning the
characteristics of his/her commonly used swipe gestures through the touch screen sensor. These samples are
merged into one single probe and this is stored in the storage device.
In the Gesture Verification, mobile app runs at the background to collect the traces of any user who access the
through touch screen sensor. This is then validated with the original probe stored at the stored gesture dataset. If
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the validation is matched, then the user is considered authorized and will be certified to access the device.
Otherwise the user is restricted from the access to the device.

B. User Authentication Algorithm
1) TGSI Training: The training algorithm takes as input a set of touch traces per gesture type from the user and
outputs the trained TGSI. This training process runs repeatedly for all types of touch gestures (i.e., LEFT RIGHT, RIGHT - LEFT, DOWN - UP, UP-DOWN) to finish the training every trace in the training set, it is
first reshaped into gesture image. The 2D shape information lost due to reshaping can be easily restored by a
reverse reshaping process before score computation.
Algorithm 1: Training Algorithm (Pre Gesture Type)
Input: The Training set of touch gesture (type t) traces Stu from the user u.
Output: The user-specific Statistical Touch Images Dtu.
1. For each trace Si e Stu:
1. Extract the Gesture image Ti,
2. Reshape the 2D matrix Ti into vector ti,
2. Learn the base vector v’ and basis feature vectors vi by applying Statistical Analysis.
2) TGSI Testing: The testing algorithm takes a probe trace and a trained model as input, where the model and the
trace share the same gesture type. The output is a score d representing the distance between the trace and the
user represented by the trained model Dtu. The trained TGSI has the capability to synthesize different instances.
If the score d varies in a major way, then the user is unauthorized and is restricted from the access.
Algorithm 2: Testing Algorithm
Input: A probe trace Stp and the trained model Dtu.
Output: The score d.
1. Extract the GTGF Ttp from the probe trace Stp ,
2. Reshape Ttp into vtp ,
3. Synthesize the instance v’tp ,
4. Reshape the vector v’tp back to T’tp
5. Compute the score d between Ttp and its responding instance Ttp .

4. Experimental Results

A. Data Acquisition

Fig 2: Trace probes from different subjects
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We developed an Android App to collect the touch gesture data that captures the touch gestures using
the standard API of Android system. When the fingers came in contact to the touchscreen, it begins recording
the raw touch samples from the API. For each sample in a trace, an event flag (e.g., onDown, OnScroll, onFling,
Zoom), the (x,y) coordinates are captured. We requested 10 subjects for our study, of which 6 were righthanded, 5 had touchscreen device experience. First the purpose of the study and the usage of our data
acquisition program were explained to all the subjects. Once the subject can use the App in a natural way, they
provided 30 touch traces they commonly use. The touch gestures are performed in the way that the subjects feel
normal and ease. Thus, subjects may vary the manner they held the phone like, left-hand holding vs right-hand
holding, whole palm holding vs half palm holding, the hand pose (palm down vs palm up) or the fingers used to
perform the single touch gesture (thumb vs index finger) or the finger orientation between sessions.
Equal Error Rate was mostly used as the evaluation criterion for our verification experiments. It is the
common value when the false acceptance rate (FAR) and the false rejection rate (FRR) are equal. We opt to use
it simply because it accounts for the trade-off between FAR and FRR. Meanwhile, we also reported ROC curves
in some experiments for clarity purpose.

B. Experimental Results
First we evaluated the performance of TGSI different time stamp of acquiring the stored probes stored
in the gallery and computing them against the generated probe. To evaluate the performance of the proposed
method using different combinations of touch gestures and compared the methods with the methods available in
the literature. The same gallery and probe set were used. as in the previous experiment. After score computation,
we obtained one score matrix for each gesture. Then, we fused the score matrix of multiple gestures using the
sum rule, which is proved by Kitller et al. [20] to be superior in comparison to other rules The same gallery and
probe set were used (i.e., product, min, max, median rule). An average EER of 4.1% and RR of 88.4% was
found.
To test the performance and usability of the TGSI based user authentication method in a real world
scenario, we used the implemented App TGSI to verify the users. Open set user recognition is excluded from
this test since the Android system (version 4.1.x) does not currently support multiple user account management.
A gallery of traces for each subject is formed by randomly selecting traces to cover variations in touch manner.
During testing, the app ran on a Samsung Galaxy S3 phone with Android version 4.1.1. It has Quad-core 1.4
GHz Cortex-A9 CPU and 1GB RAM. TGSI is built for each subject per gesture from a number of traces in the
gallery. The computational time for TGSI remains at around 12:90 ms. As increased from 30 traces per gesture
to 100 traces, the EERs achieved by TGSI decreased.
The distance from the probe trace and the distances from the following consecutive probe traces are
averaged to obtain the score for authentication. If it is above the threshold (16), the app classifies the user as an
unauthorized intruder and invokes explicit user authentication message.

5. Conclusion and Future work
In this project we present an authentication approach based on touch gestures. This project provides a
statistical way to verify and validate the mobile users in a continuous manner. In this way the unlike the point
based authentication which only authenticate at the entry stage, the TGSI continuously verifies every touch
traces made by the user and validates to authorise the user to access the device. The TGSI based authentication
app has been implemented and tested on a dataset collected during the daily use of the phone. The results show
that the use of the TGSI in the real world will enhance the mobile user security in a greater way.
Also this paper discusses a method of converting the touch gestures into statistical image and is
verified for authorization. A possible way of transforming the touch gestures into binary images and make use
of them may offer a better way of authentication. Unlike the TGSI which requires the touch gestures to be
converted into statistical image and then compared, this proposal for the future work would directly compare the
generated resource reducing the time of conversion and storage space.
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